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Dear NVPians,
Greetings to you all!
Welcome to the December Issue of NVP Newsletter!
The commencement of winter has been pleasant, since NVP Team kept the place warm with all the Volunteer
activities, collaborations and launching new initiatives for our readers.
Speaking of collaborations, NVP is going to announce its winter camp programme with help of its partner Institutions
soon before winter vacations, a whole new world of opportunities in the social service is getting opened for those
who aspire to serve humanity.
Our targeted promos regarding volunteering positions through emails have delivered the best of results, even on
short notices! We provide the utmost credit to all our Volunteer and Institutions, who are ready to spare time out of
their tough schedules. You leave the impact in your possible capacities and make this world a better place. Thank you!
Warmest Regards,
Arslan Ahmed
Editor

NVP volunteers
Successfully complete

4,500+
volunteer hours

1,200+

Registered volunteers

35+

Registered Beneficiary Institutions

10,000+

Facebook Page Subscriptions

NVP has been established with the support of our Founding Partner,
The Coca-Cola Export Corporation, Pakistan Branch

NEWS AND UPDATES

NVP Organizes 18th Orientation Session
NVP’s 18th Orientation and 11th Appreciation Session hit
the calendar. Participants included registered Volunteers
and qualiﬁed Volunteers who received their Certiﬁcates
from guest of honor, Hira Zainab. Orientation sessions are
generally a great way to connect registered Volunteers
where there is a lot of group discussion involved and we get

Institution Partnership
NVP is proud to welcome
Theosophical Order of
Service (TOS) Pakistan to
the ever growing NVP
Family. TOS is a worldwide organization and NVP is
partner with them in Pakistan. The institution stands
out as forum where likeminded persons of any religion
or faith get together to understand and foster ethical,
moral and spiritual values and principles.

a better insight on the world of Volunteerism. However, the
doors of NVP are always open for those who aspire to give
back to the community. We welcome you anytime during
the day to propose Volunteer opportunity that suits your
proﬁle interest.

NVP Growing Fast
NVP is now partner with 35 Institutions. Behbud
Secondary School, First Hand Foundation and Jugno
School have recently came on board.

NEWS AND UPDATES
NVP’s Active Role in Environmental Protection
NVP supports organizations that work for the conservation and protection of
Environment. This month, we facilitated Hisaar Foundation with volunteers in
3rd Karachi International Water Conference 2017. In a series of events,
as earlier in August NVP facilitated Friedrich-Naumann-Stiftungfür die Freiheit
(FNF) in a one-day certiﬁed training workshop on Climate Change.

SEE WHAT THE VOLUNTEERS HAVE TO SAY
ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE
Mazhar Manasiya

Served as Web Development Associate at SRSC
It wouldn’t have been possible to carry out the project all alone, the element of team-work was crucial for us
volunteers to accomplish and overcome the challenges.

Geeta Khatri

Served as Community Ambassador at Sehat Kahani
It was always on my wish-list to work for the community and help the needy and deprived people. I wondered if
I could create awareness in the areas that are of high vulnerability, thanks to NVP I have a check mark against
this wish of mine on the list.

Haseef Sachwani

Served at SRSC as Web Development Associate
The Internship got me familiarized with aspects of practical Life. How clients want their project to look like, the
alterations they require, and attending meetings to better understand their expectations. It was amazing to see
plenty of people volunteering there and I told myself, why I took too long to become the part of such a noble
cause?

Roman Saleem

Served at Street to School and Zindagi Trust (SMB) as Finance Oﬃcer and Subject Teacher respectively
The experience with NVP has been good as I volunteered at two institutions through this platform and both the
assignments matched with my interests for Finance and Teaching. I went to Zindagi Trust SMB to make students
learn, in an interesting turn of events, I ended up overcoming my weaknesses on the subject.

Ali Akbar

Served as Web Development Associate at TDSP
I had an excellent learning experience working at two social projects. I really got to know that everything isn’t
about money or monetary rewards, somethings are for the prosperity of Humanity.

Syed Ammar

Served at Street to School as Curriculum Development Associate
I was Curriculum Development Associate at Street to School, responsible for designing course content for English
Subject. I found the management there highly cooperative, as at times I used to work from home and when I
needed to consult their team, I visited their oﬃce.

NVP MAKING ITS GROUND AT INTERNATIONAL EVENTS
After ITCN Asia, IT & Telecom Show, where there were
participants walking from 30+ Countries, NVP facilitated
Hisaar Foundation with Volunteers for 3rd Karachi
International Water Conference – 2017 on the subject,
THE FUTURE OF WATER. NVP Team was, at ﬁrst pleased to
be of help to these rare organizations that work for the
environmental conservation, and then it was glad to hear
their valuable feedback.

Such large scale international events require plenty of
Human Resources, a team that works diligently and
tirelessly to deliver the impact that they aim to make and
that’s exactly where we team NVP takes pride as it has, at
some instances even on short notices, provided the much
needed human capital to the causes that help in uplifting
the socio-economic betterment of the nation.

Maryam Khan: “I am a medical student, as NVP’s placement is in line with
a candidate’s interests, they linked me with Sehat-Kahani, an Institution
that works for health-care. The team oﬀered me to gain diversiﬁed
experience by making me participate in this event”
Saddam Hussain: “I am ever-ready to become an associate in event
management activities, it is surprising how NVP remembers my preferences, and keeps getting me connected to such opportunities”
Geeta Khatri: “Barriers such as distance and locations don’t get in my way,
I know the importance of being part of such large-scale events, if nothing
else, they improve your networking and you get to ﬁll in the knowledge
bucket at-least in one way or the other”
Mohammad Imran: “I am among those who seeks exposure. I think the
NVP TEAM understands it that’s why they assigned me to Volunteer at 3rd
Karachi International Conference, so that I can have what I seek”
Rehan Aslam: “Pursuing Environmental studies at Mehran University of
Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro. I am already enjoying working
with Indus Earth Trust, NVP’s partner Institution, and then this cherry on
the top happened. NVP connected me to another opportunity that
facilitates me in my studies”

Sana Baxamoosa
General Manager, Hisaar Foundation
“NVP Volunteers have their valuable
contributions in making this event
successful, they were an integral part of
the team and I can say that with your help
we managed much eﬀectively than we
could have with just our team on board”

This newsletter is brought to you by NVP. For suggestions, queries and comments
please write to us at info@nvp.com.pk

